Interior Lot & Flag Lot
Where a driveway enters the street right-of-way, a clear vision triangle shall be formed horizontally, by measuring 10 feet into the lot as measured from the sidewalk edge that is closest to the property line (or from the property line if no sidewalk exists), and 20 feet along the sidewalk edge (or property line if no sidewalk exists) parallel to the street, and vertically by measuring between 3 feet and 10 feet above grade.

Corner Lot & Corner Lot (with Alley)
At a street intersection or street and railroad intersection, a clear vision triangle shall be formed horizontally by measuring 40 feet along the roadway edges or roadway and railroad track edges from the intersection of the roadway edges or roadway edge and railroad track and connecting those points, and vertically by measuring between 3 feet and 10 feet above grade.